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College prohibits
new pets in
residence halls
By MAEVE MCALLISTER ’18
Contributing Writer

Last spring, the College took a critical look at the pet policy
on campus and decided that residence halls would no longer
allow new pets starting this semester. The new policy states
that although no new pets will be permitted on campus,
students who have owned a pet since last spring can keep them
on campus until they graduate. The policy change applies only
to non-disability pets. By law, new disability animals will still
be allowed to reside with their owners in residence halls.
Prior to the policy change, students were permitted to bring
small pets other than dogs, cats and reptiles to campus as
long as the student’s floor unanimously approved the pet and
the building’s Residential Life staff member approved and
documented it. After a steady decline in the number of student
pet owners, as well as allergy issues and improper care of pets
on campus, the College decided to revise its policy.
Kris Niendorf, assistant dean of students and director of
residential and campus life, said that when she arrived at
Wellesley almost 15 years ago, there were pets living in almost
every residential building on campus. Over the years, that
number has significantly decreased.
“Less and less students have had pets, first of all. We were
down to less than a dozen people having a pet on campus,”
Niendorf said.
The handful of student pet owners remaining at the end of
last spring were able to have their pets “grandfathered in,” so
they will be allowed to keep their pets until they graduate. Of
the seven pets remaining on campus, only one is owned by a
sophomore.
Niendorf stated that the second reason for the change is the
prevalence of allergies on campus. In the past few years, the
College has had to designate pet-free buildings due to student
allergies. At the start of the fall 2014 semester, student pet
owners were moved into buildings designated pet-friendly so
as to not induce students’ allergies on campus.
The third cause of the change that Niendorf cited are the
instances in which pets have been improperly cared for by
students. Niendorf said that while the remaining student pet
owners continue to be responsible and committed, there have
been many occasions in which students have neglected to
properly care for their pets.
“People leave their bunnies and go away for Wintersession,
and they just leave a pile of food or a bag of food in the corner
of the cage or let it roam free in their room. We’ve had to call
animal control several times to get the animals because we
don’t have a place to put them. It’s just sad,” Niendorf stated.
Properly caring for a pet in college, including knowing
how to take care of smell, noise and litter, can be difficult for
students.
“It’s hard on students. I think it’s hard to keep care of a pet
while you’re doing the rigorous work that you’re doing. So I
think that was the other reason — we weren’t finding that the
animals were actually very well cared for,” Niendorf said.
Associate Director of Residential Life Don Leach stated that
the new pet policy, which aims to address these three issues,
will have a limited effect on current student pet owners.
“If they are grandfathered in, they still get to have them. I
don’t think there will be a huge impact on students generally.
Students who have pets will be able to still have pets. Students
who don’t have pets will just have the expectation that they
can’t have pets, should they wish to have one,” Leach said.
Student opinion is divided on the recent change in pet policy.
Tavishi Malaviya ’17 agrees with the action that the College
has taken on the issues surrounding pets in residence halls.
“I think if the administration feels that there shouldn’t be
pets, then there shouldn’t be pets,” Malaviya stated.
Conversely, Jamie Yip ’18 sees the changes in pet policy as
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Students to be housed in
alternative spaces during
Munger renovations

BIANCA PICHAMUTHU ’16, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

The out-of-use kitchen in Cazenove will be repurposed into dorm rooms during the Munger renovations.
By CYNTHIA CHEN ’18
Staff Writer
The College has postponed renovations to Munger
Hall from June 2015 but has not determined when
they will to start construction. Munger will remain
open and available for student housing until then.
According to a recent announcement from
President H. Kim Bottomly and the Board of
Trustees, extra time will be devoted to creating
a better design and consulting with the Board of
Trustees. Delaying construction also allows time
for the College to obtain building permits from the
Town of Wellesley, which is a lengthier undertaking
than the administration initially expected due to the
multifaceted process of getting approval and abiding
by building codes.
According to Dean of Students Debra DeMeis,
Munger renovations will take 15 months, which
means that they must start in the month of June so
that Munger will open the following September
for the next academic school year. She suggested
that Munger renovations could start June 2016, if
not this June, but the exact timing is uncertain. The
postponement has also allowed the College more
time to plan for any “swing space,” or alternative
housing created from large single rooms or other
empty spaces on campus.
Munger Hall, first built in the 1920s, has never
undergone renovation before and will be the first
residence hall to be reconstructed during Campus
Renewal. The opening of Schneider Center and
continued construction in the Dorothy Towne Field
House, Green Hall and the Boathouse are all part of
the plan for Campus Renewal, for which construction
began in early 2014.
The specific start date of the Munger renovations
is currently unknown; however, the renovation of
Pendleton West will continue to move on schedule,
with final approval by the Trustees to take place in

February and construction starting in June.
While Munger is being renovated, the 150 students
who would otherwise live in Munger will be moved to
“swing space,” or alternative housing spaces. Large
singles on campus will be converted into double
rooms. Substantial spaces such as the Cazenove
dining room and the Shafer and Claflin recreation
rooms will be transformed into extra bedrooms.
Empty spaces in Simpson that were formerly offices
may also be converted into dorm rooms. In order
to maximize the space available in each room, the
College will invest in new furniture that allows beds
to be raised high enough to fit a three-drawer dresser
underneath.
According to Kris Niendorf, assistant dean of
students and director of residential and campus
life, the new rooms will meet the current Wellesley
standards for furniture and dorm square footage. The
current average square footage is 354 square feet per
student, which ranges from 277 square feet in Dower
to 516 square feet in Bates Hall.
“We believe that some of the [swing] spaces will
become permanent and others will return to their
current use once the renovations are completed,”
Niendorf stated.
Students who currently live in Munger will have
priority when choosing rooms for the following
academic year during the building construction.
Additionally, there will be fewer singles available
overall, as some large singles around campus will be
accommodated for multiple students in order to fit
the 150 students who would have otherwise lived in
Munger.
“Our hope is to still offer the same percentage of
single rooms to juniors and seniors that are currently
available,” Niendorf said.
The internal structures in Munger will be
completely removed and rebuilt to match recent
electrical and plumbing standards. The building plan
features fewer triple rooms, so that the new double
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College pushes back
Munger renovations

Continued from page 1

rooms can properly house two occupants. Two fourperson suites will be added to each floor. In addition,
the common space in the basement will be enhanced
to include a larger kitchen similar to the kitchen in
Lake House, with a larger dining and cooking area
and multiple refrigerators and ovens. The Residential
Director apartment and office will be located on the
lower level.
The Munger dining hall area, which has been out of
use since 2002, will be expanded and brought back into
operation. The new dining hall overlooking Munger
Meadow will feature a hearth oven like the one in the
Campus Center dining hall and a large whole grains
and vegetable area. After reopening the Munger dining
hall, vegetarian and kosher Pomeroy dining hall will
be closed. The College is still debating whether StoneDavis will be closed and whether students will be
charged to eat at the Bae Pao Lu Chow dining hall.
According to Niendorf, the Munger dining hall will
offer both vegetarian and non-vegetarian options.
“We hope to have a full kosher dining program
available [in Munger],” Niendorf said.
Despite these dining plans, students are still skeptical
of the College’s ability to accommodate the wide
variety of student meal plans.
“From people in the vegetarian and vegan community,
there is a lot of unrest that there is not going to be [fully]
kosher and vegetarian and vegan options,” Ariel Cohen
’18, a student who eats kosher, said. “It’s not going to
be the same as [in Pomeroy], where there are different
proteins, and the [food] gets creative.”
Although the decision to charge at Lulu has not been
definitively made yet, some students worry that it will
bring about negative effects on campus.
“If they start to charge at Lulu it will be kind of
classist,” Kumari Devarajan ’17 said.
Although Munger will offer vegetarian, vegan and
kosher options, students commented that the strict
rules at Pomeroy regarding what can and cannot be

brought into the dining facility will be hard to enforce
at a larger and less strictly kosher dining hall.
Additionally, several students who are wary about
swing space expressed concern about the Munger
community. Some also doubt that the same number
of singles available to juniors and seniors will be
maintained during the construction period.
“I feel like 150 students is a lot of students to
accommodate for, and it will be a tight squeeze
anyway, so keeping the same number of singles
available to students, especially regarding juniors,
seems increasingly unlikely,” Alice Lee ’18 said.
While students acknowledge that the transition
period and addition of swing space may be rough,
future residential hall renovations would fulfill an
important need.
“I hope that they have some delegation in the 2025
plan to incorporate additional student housing and
foresee that in any future situation that may emulate
this, they will have a space that has versatility in its
use, so that once something happens we will have that
space available,” Dominique Steele ’17 said.
Some students currently living in Munger fear that
the renovations will change the spirit of the hall.
“It almost diminishes the community because it
breaks up Munger for a year, and with all the traditions
that Munger has, I don’t know that after the renovations
if they’ll be able to get back into the swing of things,”
Katherine Chan ’18, a current Munger resident, said.
She notes that once the dining hall is added into the
residence building and Munger is more frequented, it
will change the spirit of the hall.
“Munger is not a very popular dorm,” Chan added.
“People choose to live in Munger because here it’s a
very close-knit community.”
Other expressed that because the renovation of
Munger will bring an improved residence hall, the
short term inconvenience of temporary alternative
housing during the transition period is worth it.
“I think that it will be okay in the long run,” Steele
said. “Stuff like this is going to happen anyway.”

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
By HANA GLASSER ’15
College Government President
Hello all!
The Seven Sisters Conference, which took
place two weeks ago, was a massive success,
largely thanks to the hard work of Seven Sisters
representatives Kaitlyn Brady ’16, Jasmine Gums
’15, Diya Mo ’17 and Shivani Kuckreja ’16,
who — along with Assistant Director of Student
Involvement Eric Gudmundson — put in countless
hours to make sure that the weekend went smoothly.
Student governments and representatives from
Wellesley, Smith, Mount Holyoke, Barnard, Bryn
Mawr and Vassar spent the weekend getting to
know one another and share stories and lessons
from our respective campuses. Attendees from the
represented schools expressed how impressed they
were with the event, our beautiful campus and our
hard-working students.
We left the conference with a commitment
to increased communication and collaboration
throughout the year, and several of the student
government presidents (myself included) will
get together for a follow-up meeting during
Wintersession to discuss opportunities for
collaboration. Barnard is hosting the next Seven
Sisters Conference in the fall of 2015. If you
would like to be involved, reach out to the Student
Organizations and Appointments Committee
(SOAC) about appointment to the Seven Sisters
representative board.
Cabinet is firing on all cylinders in the weeks
leading up to Thanksgiving. SOAC recently
launched its #doless campaign, an attempt to
stem over-programming, which eats up students’
time and shared resources. In the last calendar
year, 10,426 events were hosted on a campus of
2,400 people. College Government Vice President
Charlotte Harris has asked student organizations
to consider hosting one less event a year and to
increase collaboration with other organizations
in order to make student programming about
quality over quantity. SOFC finished off its second
funding deadline with a high dollar-per-student
ratio, which may indicate that organizations are
being increasingly conscientious about how and
when they apply for programming funding.
In addition to recent work by SOAC and
SOFC, the Communications Committee launched

the CG fall fundraiser, the Schneider Board of
Governors hosted their fall open meeting, the
Community Action Network is hosting a series of
conversations about class at Wellesley, and Honor
Code Council is making rounds to residence halls
to educate students about the Honor Code and
demystify Honor Code proceedings. Chief Justice
Katherine Tran ’15 is in the process of sitting
down with academic departments as many faculty
members also have questions about Honor Code
proceedings.
On the Senate end of College Government,
many senators are currently wrapping up projects
and all of them have been engaging in thoughtful
conversations about multicultural space and
Campus Renewal with their constituents and
fellow senators. Senators will also be performing a
Cabinet review in the coming week to anonymously
let Cabinet members know how they are doing
as committee chairs and student leaders. Cabinet
takes this feedback incredibly seriously and looks
forward to hearing what we are doing well and
where we need to improve.
On my end, I am currently following up with
the results of the mental health survey. I sat down
with the House Presidents to talk about what steps
Residential Life can take in improving how student
leaders handle mental health concerns and how we
can erase the stigma surrounding mental illness
within residence halls. I am plan to work closely
with the HPs as this work continues. Additionally,
College Government President’s Council has
begun working with Ideafest project groups,
so students can expect to see several of those
proposals come to fruition early next semester.
As always, please feel free to reach out via email
or in person with any questions or concerns. My
office hours are cancelled this week but please
do reach out if there’s anything on your mind. In
particular, as this will be my last update before the
end of the semester. I would love your feedback on
this column and whether you have found it useful
and interesting over the past few months.
Best,
Hana
cgpresident@wellesley.edu
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NEWS IN BRIEF
By NASREEN AL-QADI ’18
Assistant News Editor
Wellesley alums appointed to new government posts
Three Wellesley alumnae have recently been chosen to
hold top leadership positions in their respective national
governments. Thailand native Kobkam Suriyasat ’83 was
appointed minister of tourism and sports. She is also a
member of the Wellesley College Business Leadership
Council and previously served as chairperson of Thai
Toshiba Industries Ltd. She graduated from Wellesley with
an arts major and earned a degree in architecture from the
Rhode Island School of Design. Rini Soemarno ’80 was
recently appointed minister of government enterprises
of the Republic of Indonesia. Soemarno was previously
president director of PT Citra Motorindo Universe, among
other leadership positions. She graduated from Wellesley
with a degree in economics and went on to lead a 30-year
career in Indonesian industry. In the United States, Pamela
L. Spratlen ’76 has been nominated to become U.S.
Ambassador to Uzbekistan and is pursuing her work as a
defender of human rights.
Davis art tours the world
Works of art from the Davis Museum are frequently
borrowed by museums around the world for exhibitions.
This year, the Musée d’Art Moderne in Paris is displaying
the 1913 painting by Sonia Delaunay-Terk entitled
“Electric Prisms.” In April 2015, that same painting will
travel to Tate Britain. Another work on loan from the
Davis is at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New
York. Their exhibition “Henri Matisse: The Cut-Outs”
includes the 1947 Matisse painting “Composition, Black
and Red.” John McAndrew, who donated the Matisse
piece was the first curator of architecture at the MoMA
before becoming Wellesley College’s museum director.
Pieces from the Davis are currently being displayed in half
a dozen museums across the United States and Canada.
The Davis also displays pieces from other museums such
as the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Smithsonian,
the National Gallery of Art and the Victoria and Albert
Museum.
“Wellesley in Five” outlines College goals
President H. Kim Bottomly has outlined Wellesley
College’s mission for the next five years in a document
entitled, “Wellesley in Five: A Framework for 2020 and
Beyond.” The ideas themselves are the result of eight years
of community discussions. Academic excellence is at the
forefront of these ideas, which include excellent faculty
and students. A liberal arts education is another emphasis,
especially as it is increasingly criticized in the news.
Also, students should be able to defend their liberal arts
education from Wellesley and should transfer well from
the College to their careers. Finally, having a vibrant and
inclusive community is something the College will focus
on the coming years. The document is not yet finalized but
is available to all members of the Wellesley community for
viewing. Bottomly emphasizes that the ideas in “Wellesley
in Five” are very broad and can sometimes not be concrete.
This is intentional, as they are looking for community input
before finalization. The document is intended to encourage
discussion and reflection on the College. With “Wellesley
in Five,” Bottomly hopes to redirect student and faculty
efforts to areas that are important to all.
Melissa Shiner Shae appointed new Alumnae
Association executive director
Melissa “Missy” Shiner Shae is currently serving as the
director of admissions and financial aid at the Ethel Walker
School in Simsbury, Connecticut; however, as of Jan. 20,
2015, she will be the new Wellesley College Alumnae
Association (WCAA) executive director. Shae has
extensive experience working with academic communities
and has served as the associate academic director and
middle school head at the Green Mountain Valley School
in Vermont, in addition to having directed and instituted
civic education programs as well as several recreational
ski programs in Vermont. Shae graduated from Wellesley
in 1989 with a major in political science. She also earned
her master’s degree at Dartmouth in arts in liberal studies.
The current WCAA executive director Susan Challenger
will continue in her position until Jan. 20.
Consenses exibition opens in Tishman Commons
Wellesley College is the first college to showcase
Consenses, an interactive exhibition that taps into all five
senses. Consenses consists of a series of installations that
use music, dance, visual art, poetry, perfume and herbal
tea to create an immersive experience. Sally Taylor, the
daughter of musicians James Taylor and Carly Simon, is
the creator of the exhibition. Consenses brings together
the work of 140 artists around the world, including
renowned musicians, composers, poets, comedians,
sculptures, writers and perfumers. The exhibition hopes
to explore how these different artists might interpret their
art by calling on the artists to create their own individual
work based on by a shared inspiration. Currently, a ninth
“chain,” or exhibit, is being created by Wellesley’s theatre
department headed by Janie Howland, which will be added
to the permanent Consenses exhibition and displayed at the
Wellesley exhibition. Multiple Consenses workshops will
also be held, as well as a benefit concert with Carly Simon
on Nov. 22. The concert is $25 for general admission and
$10 for Wellesley students. The exhibition is free and open
to the public.
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Residence halls to continue
accommodating disability pets by law

Continued from page 1

excessive and disadvantageous to students.
“I feel that’s a little contradictory, if
you’re still allowed to vote whether you
want pets on your floor. But I feel like
there’s a lot of ambiguity about what the
actual pet policy is in the house. If a pet
helps a student enjoy their time here a little
more, I think it’s not a bad thing. If it’s a
quiet pet or if it’s a small pet that doesn’t
disturb anyone, then I think it’s completely
fine,” Yip said.
In a similar way, students such as
Margaret Calmer ’18 see the changes as
merely unnecessary.
“I don’t really mind pets on campus as
long as it’s one dorm-specific, as long as
if you want to have a pet it’s one place
where you’re designated to be allowed
to have pets, just so that it’s not scattered
throughout. And if someone doesn’t want
to be around animals or has an allergy or
something, then they can opt to be in a
different dorm,” Calmer stated.
The new pet policy remains separate
from laws surrounding disability animals
on campus, with which the College fully
complies. Niendorf stated that under the
Americans with Disabilities Act Section
504, which protects disabled individuals,
there are two ways in which a disabled
student might have an animal. First, a
student might require a service animal,
such as a seeing-eye or guide dog.
Currently, there are no service animals on
campus. Second, students can obtain an
assistance animal. Niendorf explained that
these animals, of which there are three on
campus, are smaller and not necessarily
trained. The therapy of the student,
however, is based upon the student’s
personalized training of the animal.
“Prescription for part of the healing of
the person is to have an assistance animal,”
Niendorf stated.
Students with disability animals will

continue to fill out an accommodation
form through Disability Services, which
is different from the documentation and
approval that a student would require to
retain their pet through Residential Life.
This law is important for students like
Carly Bresee ’16, who has an assistance
animal, a puppy named Bailey. Bresee
explained that that when it comes to
disability animals, they are by law
different from pets.
“There is common misconception, when
it comes to the correct terminology. [Bailey]
is here as an assistance animal. The pet
policy and the disability accommodations
are two separate entities,” Bresee said.
Bresee’s dog helps her cope with her
depression.
“I have an invisible illness, as they call
it. A lot of times people are confused as to
why I do have a dog, how I got a dog, and
all of that. But Bailey is fantastic in helping
me through my hard times,” Bresee said.
Bresee, who will continue to apply for
the disability accommodation, decided
after the end of last semester that training a
puppy and bringing it to Wellesley would
help her to manage her mental illness in a
stressful environment.
“With Bailey, it’s like not only do I
have to take care of myself, but I have to
take care of somebody else. It’s that giveand-take relationship of needing to take
care of her but then also getting so much
unconditional love from her as well,”
Bresee stated.
Living with a puppy in college, however,
is not without its particular challenges.
Earlier this year, Bresee was forced to
move from Shafer to Beebe because of
the amount of noise that her puppy was
making.
“I don’t want my accommodation to be a
negative experience for anybody else. But
ultimately it was the right thing to do to
move,” Bresee said.
Bresee also stated that Wellesley is
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Carly Bresee ’16 and her assistance dog, Bailey, currently live in Beebe.
currently developing plans to make
residents more aware when a student with
a disability animal will be moving to their
residence halls and educate students on the
necessity of these animals, so that negative
reactions and discrepancies do not occur
among residents.
“For people who medically need pets,
I think they definitely need them there.
And I know of people who have used
medically-allowed pets, and they do help
them,” Mollee Jain ’16 said.
Historically, Niendorf noted, Wellesley
is among the very few number of colleges
that have allowed students to bring pets to

campus. Pet policy at nearby MIT allows
for no pets in residence halls, with the
exception of cats for upperclass students
in select locations. Williams College has a
strict no pets policy with the exception of
fish, and students are fined if they continue
to own a pet on campus. Smith College’s
pet policy states that no pets are permitted
in campus buildings or residence halls and
has a multi-step violation policy.
Due to the new pet policy, the College
anticipates that there will be no nondisability pets on campus as of fall 2017.
73408

POLICE BLOTTER
11/07/14 Illness 12:52 p.m. Severance
Hall. The reporting person (RP), a
Wellesley College (WC) student,
requested an escort to Health Services
for her friend who was not feeling well.
Officers were dispatched. The student was
transported to Health Services via police
cruiser. Report filed. Case closed.
11/10/14 Leaving scene of accident with
property damage 12:33 p.m. Weston Road
Gardens. The RP, Town of Wellesley
resident, reported damage to a fence,
sign and signpost that was caused by a
motor vehicle sometime between Nov. 7,
2014 and Nov. 10, 2014. An officer was
dispatched. Report filed. Case closed.
11/10/14 Possession of controlled
substances 10:36 p.m. Munger Hall. The
RP, a WC student, reported an odor of
marijuana in the hallway. An officer was
dispatched to investigate. Report filed.
Case under investigation.
11/11/14 Illness 7:50 a.m. Shafer
Hall. The RP, a WC student, reported
she was with a student who was not
feeling well and may require medical
attention. Officers were dispatched and
an ambulance requested. The student
was transported by ambulance to the
MetroWest Medical Center in Natick.
Report filed. Case closed.
11/11/14 Larceny from buildings 4:06
p.m. Stone-Davis Hall. The RP, a WC
student, entered the station to report the
theft of her OneCard and two jackets. An
officer met with the RP. Report filed. Case
closed.
11/13/14 Motor vehicle tow 12:08 a.m.
Munger Hall. While on routine patrol,
a WCPD officer observed a vehicle on
the department tow list parked illegally.
The officer arranged for the vehicle to
be towed to Haskins Automotive. Report
filed. Case closed.
11/14/14 Illness 3:17 a.m. Davis Parking
Facility. The RP, a WC visitor, entered the
station requesting medical assistance. An
officer was dispatched to evaluate and

assist. The visitor was transported via
cruiser to MetroWest Medical Center in
Natick. Report filed. Case closed.
11/14/14 Injury 5:20 p.m. StoneDavis Hall. The RP, a WC staff member,
reported a guest was injured and may
require medical attention. An officer was
dispatched to assist and evaluate. Report
filed. Case closed.
11/14/14 Injury 7:02 p.m. Wang Campus
Center. The RP, a WC student, reported
a contract worker who tripped and may
require medical attention. Officers were
dispatched to assist and evaluate. The
injured party refused further medical
treatment. Report filed. Case closed.
11/15/14 Injury 2:57 a.m. Campus
Police Headquarters. The RP, a WC
student, entered the station to report an
injury. Units were dispatched to the station
to evaluate. The student was transported
to MetroWest Medical Center in Natick
via cruiser. Report filed. Case closed.
11/15/14 Unclassified 3:14 a.m.
Miscellaneous locations. The RP, a
Harvard University police officer, called
to report a WC student was transported to
Mount Auburn Hospital for intoxication.
Report filed. Case closed.
11/17/14 Unclassified 10:49 a.m. Wang
Campus Center. The RP, a Food Service
manager, requested to speak with an
officer in regards to an incident that
occurred the day before. An officer was
dispatched. Report filed. Case closed.
11/17/14 Larceny from buildings 2:45
p.m. Keohane Sports Center. The RP,
a WC student, reported her laptop was
stolen. An officer was dispatched to speak
with the RP. Report filed. Case under
investigation.
11/17/14 Larceny from buildings 5:17
p.m. Keohane Sports Center. The RP, a
WC student, came into Wellesley College
Police Department (WCPD) to report her
laptop was stolen. An officer met with the
RP. Report filed. Case under investigation.
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SENATE REPORT
By EVELYN TAYLOR-MCGREGOR ’16
News Editor
SLS to seek alternative funding in budget
The Student Leadership Stipend (SLS) is an
initiative that aims to eliminate financial barriers
to leadership positions on campus by awarding
Residence Assistants (RAs), House Presidents
(HPs) and Cabinet members on financial aid with
stipends. SLS has been funded for the last four
years by the ballot initiative. Ballot initiatives
are voted on during regular College election
season and the winner of the election receives
approximately $11,000 dollars, or two percent of
the Student Activity Fee. The ballot initiative is
for projects that serve the entire student body and
are achievable within one year. SLS has split the
money between around 40 to 60 student leaders
each year. In Senate on Monday, representatives
from SLS stated that they are in communication
with the administration to make pay for RAs,
HPs and CG Cabinet members part of the
budget. As it is, only student leaders who are
U.S. citizens and on financial aid or international
students who demonstrate substantial need have
been eligible to receive a stipend from SLS. SLS
stated that its goal this year is to find funding
elsewhere and not run as a ballot initiative. Thus
far, students from SLS have talked with Dean
of Students Debra DeMeis and a representative
from the President’s Office. The ballot initiative
election takes place in April, so SLS would have
to declare its intention to run sometime in March.
Student seeks to extend add/drop period
Tinsa Harding ’16 presented in Senate on
Monday on the possibility of petitioning the
administration to extend add/drop periods.
Currently, add/drop period and the date before
which students can declare a class credit/non
end in September. Harding argued that from her
experience, not being able to drop courses later in
the semester adds to students’ stress levels. She
also spoke about other college’s policies, many
of which, including MIT’s, allow for students
to drop classes up until the last day of classes
or even the last day of exams. Many Senators
commented that although class has been in session
for 11 weeks, they have yet to receive a single
grade or indication of their standing in certain
classes. Harding emphasized that her goal in
speaking at Senate was to gauge other’s students
interest in working with the administration and
hear other student’s perspectives on the issue.
Senators were encouraged to ask the members of
their communities and constituencies about the
period to add/drop and declare credit/non and
bring their responses back to Senate next week.
Office of the Dean of Students to release
online course on sexual assault, abuse
Before orientation this past summer, incoming
first-years were asked to complete a 90-minute
online course titled “Not Any More” about
sexual assault, domestic violence and abuse.
Now, the short online program will be released
to the entire student body to take if they choose.
Dean DeMeis stated that the course may become
mandatory for student leaders or incoming
students later on, but first she and the Office of
Students wish to evaluate the program before
making it compulsory.
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SOFC to move forward
with publication cap
By STEPHANIE YEH ’18
Assistant News Editor

The Student Organization Funding Committee (SOFC)
announced earlier this week that it will follow through with
its plan to place a cap on printed copies of campus-wide
publications such as The Wellesley Review, Counterpoint
and GenerAsians starting spring 2015. The cap will
limit publications to 300 copies each semester, with the
opportunity to appeal for 100 more. The publication
cap was proposed at the start of the fall semester, then
reconsidered when met with resistance from many
members of the community. SOFC has decided to carry
through with their plans of implementing the cap by the
spring semester.
Last week, Student Bursar Eugene Lee ’15 stated that
SOFC would discuss the publication cap and release its
decision after this past weekend.
“The publication cap policy is going to be revisited by
SOFC this week. This means that no concrete details are
available at the time, as the policy is subject to change,”
Lee stated at the time.
This Monday, Lee said that through deliberation over the
weekend, SOFC has decided to keep the publication cap
in place.
“SOFC did not make any changes to the policy,” Lee
said.
Lee and SOFC declined to comment on the motivations
behind the publication cap for this article but later submitted
a letter to the editor on Tuesday, which is published online
at thewellesleynews.com.
Celina Reynes ’16, co-editor-in-chief of The Wellesley
Review, has expressed concern about the effect of the
newly-instated cap. The cap is one-fourth of the 1,200
copies the Review printed last spring. Reynes worries
that the cap will negatively impact the recent success of
the publication. Recently, according to Reynes, they have
experienced a surge in participation from students and
received over 200 submissions to the Review this past
semester.
Earlier this semester, the members of The Wellesley
Review were asked to demonstrate sufficient readership
to continue to receive funding. They were able to secure
380 signatures from petitions and surveys, which were
sent to the campus-wide community. However, Reynes
does not believe petitions or surveys can successfully or
fairly quantify readership on campus. She maintains that
the Review is one of the main aspects of the artistic and
literary culture on campus and that all sorts of students
read and take part in the magazine.
“In terms of our literary magazine, it’s not just English
students who enjoy it. You’ve got the artists who submit,
you have the people interested in creative non-fiction, and
anyone interested in the competitive publishing industry
will want to have experience building a print magazine. We
can’t do that if we’re only given 300 copies a semester,”
Reynes said.
Wellesley’s publications are completely student-run,
while those at other colleges, such as Amherst College’s
literary magazine, The Common, often receive professional
status with formal marketing teams. Reynes worried that
if the cap is carried out, the only recourse for the Review
would be to go online, because in order to continue offering
printed copies of their publications, members would need
to focus their attention on fundraising.
“The cut takes our energy away from producing a quality
magazine by forcing the editors to scramble,” Reynes

stated.
The Wellesley Review is dealing with the cap in a
variety of ways, including sending out additional surveys,
writing petitions and reaching out to alumnae for support.
Several unnamed professors have also offered to write
letters on behalf of the publications to SOFC and College
Government.
“Unless a dialogue can be created between the office
and the publications and they actually listen to and
appreciate our needs, I am very concerned for the future of
publications here at Wellesley,” Reynes said.
Hanna Day-Tenerowicz ’16, the editor-in-chief of the
monthly campus life journal Counterpoint, also expressed
her opposition to the publication cap. Counterpoint
currently prints 600 issues per month, with a total of 2,400
a semester. Under the new policy, Counterpoint will be
limited to printing up to 100 copies of each issue.
The students involved in the publications included in the
cut have started a petition against SOFC’s cap.
“We started protesting by just emailing the Bursar and
after a while, she got back to us saying that they would
reconsider it because there has been so much general
outrage about the cap,” Day-Tenerowicz said.
However, those opposed to the cap were not optimistic
that SOFC would repeal the cap so many students have
already made plans to organize protests against the
publication cap. Day-Tenerowicz said that they would not
be hesitant to begin their protests.
“We’re fully prepared to go forward with that. It’s
a collaborative effort between The Wellesley Review,
Counterpoint and any other publications that want to get
on board,” Day-Tenerowicz stated.
A petition created Monday evening on change.org has
conjured 157 supporters and a Facebook event titled “Save
Wellesley’s Publications” has been created with the motto
“Refuse to be Silenced.”
Day-Tenerowicz hopes that the entire community
can show their support for the publications so they can
preserve voices that are often unheard.
“I just hope that other people are as passionate about
fighting to have a voice as we are. [We’re] fighting to
continue being a place where people can express themselves
and have a safe place to bring up topics anonymously and
not anonymously,” Day-Tenerowicz added.
Reynes noted that there is a lack of transparency between
the Bursar’s Office and the publications on campus
about the cap. She said that SOFC has not given clear
explanations for its reasons behind implementing the cap
and mentioned that she had a difficult time communicating
with those in the Bursar’s Office. She thinks that the two
sides need to instigate more dialogue to discuss these cuts.
Other students on campus have also expressed concern.
Kristina Stark ’17 believes that the cap on publications
will prevent students from speaking up and being heard.
“I feel that the information coming from these
publications is important to the students, and if they’re
unable to circulate them accordingly, then we’re going to
lose what the students want to hear and what students want
others to hear, so that is concerning,” Stark said.
Sarah Nealon ’18 agreed that the cap will limit the
information available to students. She added that she
believes the publications are an integral part of student life
at Wellesley and are important to preserve.
“I don’t think that’s fair at all because if people want
them then they should be able to get them. If they have the
capacity to print that much, then they should be able to,”
Nealon stated.

NATION & WORLD
By SARA RATHOD ’15
Staff Columnist
Obama to take executive action on immigration
President Obama is preparing to take executive action that will prevent the deportation
of up to five million undocumented immigrants. The plan will distribute deportation
deferrals and work permits to people whose children are American citizens or legal
permanent residents. It would not provide them any formal legal status or a pathway
to citizenship. The action is meant as a short-term safeguard to prevent separation of
families, which would leave children of undocumented immigrants without their parents.
Obama originally decided to bypass Congress after a broad immigration overhaul passed
by the Senate died in the House this year. Republicans have denounced his effort as an
abuse of executive authority and vowed to fight the plan, either through legal challenges
or by blocking its funding. In an interview with Telemundo, a Spanish-language television
network, last year, Obama himself declared that this kind of action would essentially be
“ignoring the law” and “very difficult to defend legally.”

United States pledges $3 billion to global climate fund to help poor nations
The United States will give $3 billion to a new international climate fund to help poorer
nations cope with the effects of climate change. The funds will be used to help emerging
economies cut their greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to environmental changes like
rising sea levels and heat waves. Japan also joined in, pledging $1.5 billion, bringing
the total closer to the United Nations (UN) target of $10 billion for this year. Obama’s
announcement at the G20 meeting of world leaders comes on the heels of a climate
deal reached last week between China and the United States, the world’s top two carbon
polluters, to cut their carbon emissions. The deal was China’s first commitment to cut
its emissions by 2030. Both the U.S.-China bilateral agreement and the creation of the
UN climate fund are seen as essential steps toward reaching an international climate
agreement in Paris in 2015. Global climate negotiators will gather in Peru in December
to begin drafting the Paris accord.

Governor declares state of emergency in Ferguson
In anticipation of the grand jury decision in the case of Michael Brown, Missouri
Governor Jay Nixon declared a state of emergency in order to prevent the “possibility of
expanded unrest.” The grand jury is expected to decide later this month whether to indict
Ferguson, Missouri police officer Darren Wilson who fatally shot an unarmed black
teenager in August. It is unknown when the grand jury will make its announcement.
Demonstrators have been gathering in churches and other places to plan for a massive
protest against an anti-indictment ruling. Demonstrators have been outlining “rules of
engagement” with local police, establishing safe spaces and making plans to boycott
local businesses. Most of all, the groups are trying to prevent members of their ranks
from resorting to violence, which they say would damage their cause. Governor Nixon
said that citizens had the right to peaceful protest. He says his plan to bring in National
Guard troops is meant to protect citizens and businesses from any violence and damage.

Islamic State beheads fifth Western hostage
An American aid worker Peter Kassig became the fifth Western hostage beheaded by
the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, reportedly in retaliation for the air strikes in Iraq
and Syria. The execution was video-taped and released Nov. 16 on various social media
networks. The video also included the mass beheading of hostages said to be Syrian
government soldiers. President Obama condemned the killing, calling it an “act of
pure evil.” This beheading, the most recent in a series of increasingly gruesome videos
released by the Islamic State masks the militant group’s setbacks on the battlefield. On
Friday, ISIS lost control of Iraq’s largest oil refinery. Air strikes have taken a heavy toll on
its senior leadership, and the battle for the Syrian town Kobani has come to a stalemate.
Despite its recent military defeats, the group has used the power of online propaganda to
terrorize people in Iraq and Syria. The Guardian wrote that ISIS’ media war is “just as
effective in securing its gains as anything its foot soldiers do — perhaps even more so.”
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Daniels Fellowships support seniors’ unconventional projects
By WENYAN DENG ’15 and
SABRINA LEUNG ’18
Features Editor and Staff Writer

Each year, the College awards four
Pamela Daniels ’59 fellowships, which
consist of $3,500 for the recipient to pursue
a project they would like to accomplish
before graduating.
Daniels was class dean at Wellesley
College from 1981 to 2000. When she
retired, students, classmates, family
and friends funded and dedicated the
fellowship to her. Daniels explained that
part of the story behind the establishment
of the project was a concern that many
Wellesley students were pressured to
participate in mainstream programs
and perceive education as something
pragmatic.
“What my former students who created
this fellowship had in mind was to create
some fellowship opportunity that would
identify the dreamers and the darers who
would do something different and risk
something unconventional,” Daniels said.
“And that kind of student and that kind of
project deserve, in a place like Wellesley,
to be identified, to be celebrated, and very
importantly, to be supported.”
Provost Andrew Shennan, who, together
with Daniels, hosted a lunch on Monday
for the fellows, said that the idea behind
the fellowship was to encourage students
to pursue a dream project and to be
mavericks.
Shennan emphasized that a project
that is traditional to one person may be
untraditional to another. “I don’t sort of see
it as traditional versus nontraditional. I see
it more in the sense of pursuing a project
that matters to the individual,” Shennan
said. He added that the pursuit of personal
dreams and the courage of stepping out
of comfort zones is an integral part of
Wellesley’s philosophy.
Over the past decade, the fellowship
has supported projects in a diverse range
of disciplines, including medieval and
renaissance studies, English, chemistry,
psychology, neuroscience and Africana
studies.
A special highlight this year is that one
of the fellowships was awarded to a group
of recipients. Ayana Aaron ’15, Katie
Barsottie ’15, Adrienne Ogle ’15, Gladys
Raygoza ’15, Lilly Tyson ’15 and Abra
White ’15 are collaborating together to
create a set of drama, action comedy and
sports comedy short films.
The six cinema and media studies
majors began pre-production during their
first week of classes and split into writing
and directing teams of two while working
on their scripts. During the film production
process, the team rotated the roles of codirectors, producer, cinematographer,
gaffer, boom-operator and art director. The
team said that while the work in the group
may only require one person, everyone
enjoys being involved in every aspect of
the film production.
“We are heading into post-production
this week, where our editors, Adrienne,
Ayana and Gladys will begin editing our

projects and consulting with their codirectors about stylistic choices. We are
always ready to help one another. It is
hard for me to picture any future plans
at Wellesley that do not involve my
teammates,” Tyson said.
While the team members share the
same passion and creative mindset,
they noted that film production always
presents challenges. This production
is no exception. However, the Daniels
Fellowship has helped them relieve some
of the stress and solve several problems.
“The Daniels Fellowship has helped us
transport actors, build a dolly on our own,
and buy costumes and art supplies.” The
team added, “These are all challenges
that, without this fellowship, could
have resulted in major issues on set, but
they have so far been avoided or solved
quickly.”
After post-production is complete,
the team plans to enter their short films
into festivals and plans to continue to
collaborate next semester before they
graduate.
Audrey Tran ’15 decided to apply for the
fellowship because she has always been
captivated by music and wanted to achieve
her dream project of incorporating music
with her scientific interests. Tran said that
her project aims to create and produce an
entire album of original songs and she
is excited to experience the process of
producing her own music.
“I am going to understand more
concretely the entire creative and technical
process of ‘making music,’ in the modern,
do-it-yourself, Youtube-era sense. This
music-making process — from writing
the lyrics, to establishing the melody
and harmonic structure to capturing the
appropriate rendition of the song in my
homemade recording studio has many
steps and this project is as much an artistic
as it is a technical endeavor,” Tran said.
While Tran intends to pursue a medical
degree, the Daniels Fellowship has
helped her figure out how to incorporate
her musical inclinations into her postWellesley plans. Tran said that she plans to
intersect the spheres of science, medicine,
music and education.
“How will I use my songwriting skills
to pen jingles and songs intended for
scientific education? How far, exactly,
do I want to take my music, and how far
can I take it? This project is an attempt
to understand what it might be like to
juggle my musical and scientific projects
simultaneously,” Tran said.
Michaela Fendrock ’15, a geoscience
and astronomy double major, said that
she applied to the fellowship because
her research project — mapping and
geochronology of Salem Neck — requires
significant funding to date rocks. Very
modern and expensive methods are
necessary for this endeavor. Fendrock
explained that geologic maps are one of
the most fundamental tools to geologic
investigations because they show the type
and age of rock in an area, and therefore
can be used to decipher its geologic
history.

COURTESY OF MICHAELA FENDROCK ’15

“The prevailing dates on the rocks there
have ranges of error of give or take 25
million years, which is really too much
to make robust interpretation,” Fendrock
said. She mentioned that her fieldwork has
already shown that the situation is much
more complex than that, which is why she
hopes to create a more detailed map with
more precise dates.
Fendrock’s childhood experiences of
hiking and playing in the woods led to
her love for studying the Earth. After
graduation, Fendrock said she plans to take
some time off before attending graduate
school. She is considering working for a
lab or with the Peace Corps but eventually
wishes to pursue a PhD in glaciology or
climate science. With this plan, Fendrock
hopes to build her lab and fieldwork skill
set, an expertise that is important in all
realms of Earth science.
“I have learned so much already working
on this project,” Fendrock added. “I know
that I’ll be a much better scientist, more
qualified to pursue a higher degree, at the
end of the year.”
Another recipient, Claire Whitman ’15,
an architecture major, applied for the
Daniels Fellowship because she is doing
a year-long independent study in sculpture
using marble and bronze.
“The cost of these materials can add up
very quickly — marble is about $100 per
cubic foot, and casting bronze starts at
about $200 for four to six inch works —
so I applied for both a research grant and
the Daniels Fellowship to help alleviate
my expenses,” Whitman said.
Whitman said that she will essentially be
carving an ear, nose and mouth in separate
large scale marble pieces, which will be
stacked and arranged in a dynamic manner.
Whitman thinks that faces and facial
features are fascinating because they are
so personalized.
“However, once separate from the

combination of features that make up
a face, they are transformed from an
identifying feature to an anonymous one,”
Whitman concluded.
In her independent study, Whitman
is constantly thinking about the threedimensionality of her sculptures, which
presents challenges because she often has
to step back and evaluate her progress.
“In the subtractive process of carving
marble, if I make a mistake and carve
away too much, I then have to change the
rest of work to match my error,” Whitman
said.
Overcoming this challenge, however,
will be very helpful in whatever future
endeavor she chooses to pursue.
“I really enjoy textile design in addition
to sculpture. After graduating, I’d like to
work for a fashion start up and eventually
continue my studies in textiles,” Whitman
added.
The diverse plans this year’s fellows
hope to pursue after graduation reflect
the core values of Wellesley’s liberal
arts education and the purpose of the
fellowship. As Daniels has said, “The
fellowship contributes more to a sustained
creative state of mind rather than any
particular career choice.”
Shennan would like to see an expansion
of what the fellowship already offers.
“I would hope that, over time...more
students would see themselves as having
projects that would be relevant or
appropriate for the Daniels Fellowship,”
Shennan added.
“Any way we can keep the values of a
liberal mind and a creative spirit alive and
well is a good thing,” Daniels concluded.

THE ARTICHOKE

Wellesley College student has won everything
By LARA AZAR ’15
Staff Satirist

The College announced Tuesday that Aya Ayye ’15 has
finally won everything that she could possibly win as an
undergraduate student.
The neuroscience and political science double major,
who is also pre-med with three other unofficial majors,
has won 243 awards in every single department at
Wellesley, MIT and the outside world. She has won an
additional 423 awards for winning so many awards. Ayye
told reporters her GPA twelve separate times yet asked
eleven times that it go unreported.
“I don’t want the competition to retaliate,” she said. “I
mean I don’t want the Wellesley students to feel bad about
themselves.”
Ayye has reportedly set several unofficial records in her
time at Wellesley that, according to her, “no other student
will ever come close to.” She reports 300 internship offers

total during her first three years and 150 job offers midway
through her senior year, protesting against the statistical
unlikelihood of these claims.
“It is competitive, and I’m winning,” she explained.
When asked to comment on her self-reported
achievements, several of her professors were too stunned
by all her claims to produce coherent sentences. Only one
professor managed a response.
“I guess… I guess she’s won,” professor Fran Frann of
the English department uttered, shaking her head. She
shook her head during the entirety of the interview. When
it was over, she walked away muttering, “These kids,
these kids, these kids…”
Ayye keeps a tally of everything she does compared
to other students in a notebook. She has gone through
nine notebooks since her first year. The notebooks keep
track of how many times she raises her hands compared
to other students, how little she has slept compared to
other students, how many times she has held her bladder

in class compared to other students, how many pages of
notes she takes compared to other students, and in some
classes, how few notes she has taken compared to other
students.
Her areas of competition go beyond the classroom.
During her first and sophomore years, she kept a tally of
boyfriends — four from Harvard and five from MIT —
and the amount of love in each relationship. A relationship
with Harvard student Matthew Math ’15 scored a recordhigh of 200 love points on a scale of 1-175 points.
Her senior year notebooks are filled with networking
tallies. She is currently at 86 compared to her peers on
a scale of 1-90. An anonymous source has confirmed
that all three of Ayye’s undisclosed unofficial majors are
statistics.
Ayye has gone through these tallies, cross-referenced
and concluded that she has won. When asked for her
motivation behind her actions, she replied smugly,
“Training. After all, I am a woman who will.”
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Lisa Lynch ’78 appointed
Brandeis University Provost

By BROTI GUPTA ’16 and
DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
Features Editor and Assistant Opinions Editor

Following the tradition of Wellesley alums as
leaders in the world, Lisa Lynch ’78 has been
appointed as Provost and Senior Vice President
for Academic Affairs at Brandeis University.
Before her promotion last month, Lynch served
as Dean of the Heller School for Social Policy
and Management at the university. She remains
the Maurice B. Hexter Professor of Social and
Economic Policy.
Besides her active role in the Brandeis
administration and faculty, Lynch has enjoyed
a fruitful career in economics. Upon earning a
double major in economics and political science at
Wellesley, Lynch earned her M.S. and PhD. at the
London School of Economics. Lynch later served
the federal government as a chief economist
for the Clinton administration’s Department of
Labor and Chair of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston’s Board of Directors. Lynch has also held
faculty positions at Tufts University, MIT, Ohio
State University and the University of Bristol.
Her presentations and publications focus on the
influence of technological change and practices
like training on productivity and wages, causes of
youth unemployment and the mechanics behind
the shift from school to work.
Lynch’s experience at Wellesley led to her
resounding success in the field of economics,
especially through the internships and work
experience she gained during her college summers.
Lynch worked at the Women’s Lobby, where her
projects enabled her to help advance legislation
improving women’s working conditions. She also
worked for one of the few female representatives
in the Massachusetts legislature, State
Representative Genevra Counihan, and spent a
summer in the Dukakis administration’s Office of
State working on environmental issues.
“All of these experiences were very helpful
when I worked in Washington D.C. in the 1990s
as Chief Economist in the U.S. Department of
Labor,” Lynch said.
Lynch’s study abroad experience particularly
inspired her to eventually pursue further studies
in economics.
“The most transformative experience was the
time I spent during my junior year at the London
School of Economics,” Lynch said. “I realized

that I had a passion and skill in economics. I had
pretty much been a stealth economics major up to
that point. This resulted in my decision to apply
to graduate school in economics. It changed the
course of my life professionally and personally.”
While at Wellesley, Lynch was taught by some
professors that helped her and inspired her along
the way. Describing herself as a “rather shy,
introverted person” at the start of college, Lynch
found her voice by the end. She attributes this
change in personality to the steadfast support and
high expectations her professors had of her and
her fellow Wellesley students.
Lynch emphasized this unceasing support when
naming her favorite Wellesley professors.
“After graduation, I became very close to
Professor Carolyn Shaw Bell (in the economics
department) who somehow seemed to know when
to send me a letter of encouragement during
graduate school and my years as an untenured
professor at MIT,” Lynch said. “Professor Chip
Case (in the economics department) has become
a good friend and is so supportive of all of the
Wellesley graduates, especially in economics,”
Lynch added.
Besides her academic and work-related
commitments, Lynch also played cello at
Wellesley. Some of her favorite moments at the
college were when she played chamber music
in various residence halls with her friends on
Sundays.
Lynch attended Wellesley during the 1970s,
a tumultuous period for many colleges. During
her time at the college, her class took part in
the desegregation of school buses and antiapartheid movements. When asked about how
this generation of Wellesley students will fare
in workplaces that often discriminated against
women, Lynch had an optimistic response.
“We have been told we must lean in and close
the confidence gap to advance in leadership
positions and overcome discrimination. It has
been my personal experience that in the face of
discrimination and bias, one cannot simply sit
on the sidelines and wait for people to change
their behavior,” Lynch said. “But it has also been
my experience that leaning in alone will never
be enough to address social inequities. I believe
an approach that relies on pulling together is a
much better strategy, and this is something that a
Wellesley education provides.”
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COMIC CORNER

H. Kim Bottomly’s
2020 Vision
By BROTI GUPTA ’16
Features Editor
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Wellesley lacks forums for campus-wide discussion

Wellesley attracts students who are deeply passionate about
and readily jump into conversations about issues of race, gender
and discrimination. Our eagerness to voice opinions about
controversial campus issues distinguishes us as a student body
and points out room for improvement to the college community
and administration. The dispersed online discussions of many
events demonstrates the lack of a common forum to talk about
campus issues. Wellesley College needs a systematic method to
facilitate community-wide discussion that will yield more direct
and effective communication.
When the Davis Museum put up the “Sleepwalker” statue
last spring, Wellesley students voiced their opposition to the
statue on social media outlets. The debate reached national and
international audiences. During last year’s student government
elections, an anonymous student opposed Timothy Boatwright
’16, the sole candidate running for Multicultural Affairs
Coordinator, through a “Campaign to Abstain” on Facebook.
Students responded to the recent debate on Professor Thomas
Cushman’s alleged accusations against Professor Charles Bu
via Twitter and Facebook. Twitter and email served as means to
gather signatures for petitions against Cushman. Students and
alums have also been using social media to share their opinions
on admissions policies for transgender students in single-sex
colleges. On Nov. 9, students used mass email and Facebook
posts to engage in a debate about the meaning of Zionism and
how Wellesley approaches it, preceeded by a large poster placed
in the campus center that invited students to anonmously define
Zionism.
These responses have come from many members of the
College community and have covered a broad range of issues.
However, the community’s responses have been scattered around

social media outlets, illustrating that the Wellesley community
has not found an appropriate medium through which to mediate
arguments and debate directly with one another. Additionally,
people often use social media to accuse and invalidate opinions
rather than facilitate discussion. Students, faculty, alumni and
staff lack an effective way to constructively mediate discussions
and allow everyone to express their opinions on campus. We take
pride in our campus as a “safe space” but use social media in an
uninviting way to hold conversations that should be held faceto-face.
Social media will only continue to grow and shape campus
discussions to a greater degree. Wellesley should use this
irreversible trend to our advantage and create an online space
where members of the community can participate in discussions.
Having a set forum for campus-wide discussions would not only
incorporate everyone’s voices, but also give a voice to those who
would not otherwise speak up about their opinions.
In addition to online spaces, we need to facilitate more
conversations in person. Examples of effective face-to-face
discussions of campus issues include the open discussion about
The New York Times Magazine article “When Women Become
Men at Wellesley College” and the discussion about Professor
Bu’s article, which was defined as a “safe space for students of
Asian descent to share their responses.” Both of these events
were successful in bringing members of the campus community
together, but were singular events addressing problems that
deserve more than one discussion.
In fostering more on campus conversations and providing
an online discussion forum, Wellesley can offer students more
opportunities for students to voice their opinions constructively.
Campus conversations do not have to take away from community.

Socieconomic diversity essential
to Wellesley community

By KATELYN CAMPBELL ’17
Contributing Writer

Much has changed since I first arrived
at Wellesley in Fall 2013. Our community
has since discussed the meaning of
artistic expression on college campuses
and whether divestment from fossil fuels
is a reasonable feat for an
institution of Wellesley’s size.
We have tried to figure out
what Wellesley 2025 is and
what will happen to Munger
Hall and dining halls around
campus, while also asking
where the money to fund
campus-wide
renovations
will come from. Since late
last fall, we have pondered
issues
of
multicultural
inclusion and allocation
of space to groups who
represent diverse populations
on campus. Most recently,
Wellesley has discussed what
it means to be a “women’s
college” in the 21st century.
All the while, a significant
portion of Wellesley siblings
are struggling with a very personal yet
institutionally relevant issue that affects
a majority of students’ abilities to choose
Wellesley in the first place: financial aid.
Without students, there is no Wellesley;
thus, if students can’t afford to remain
at Wellesley, there will be no broad
institutional decisions to discuss.
This past summer, Wellesley students
received statements from the College
regarding their financial aid awards for the
coming aid year. As a rising sophomore,
I didn’t know much about decreases in
aid after a student’s first year, or for that
matter, anything about the approximate
dates when returning students typically
received notice of financial aid awards.
I was told that aid awards were released
later than usual this past year. I was one
of many students who found that their aid
had been drastically cut from the previous
year’s despite the fact that there had been
no significant change in their families’
income. In my case, my financial aid
statement was released only three weeks
before its due date. Thus, my family had
to scramble to find a solution for how to
pay $5,000 more per semester than we had
previously anticipated.
Per Student Financial Services (SFS)
policy, I submitted an appeal asking that
SFS reconsider the size of my financial
aid award. I waited two weeks for a

response and still hadn’t heard back from
SFS, after which I placed six calls to the
office. During each call, the representative
suggested that I either call back later or
come in to make an appointment. I’m from
West Virginia and was working there full
time, so I was unable to make an in-person
appointment during the summer. On the

of reduction of aid relate to the status of
a student’s siblings. For example, when
a sibling is four years younger like mine
or when an older sibling graduates from
college, financial aid is often adversely
affected.
In my case, I was lucky that my
appeal to SFS eventually was answered
positively, and that my parents
and I were able to make
things work financially for the
semester to come. However, this
is not always the reality for all
students who submit appeals.
For instance, Rachel Nethercut
’16 will be transferring to the
University of Minnesota next
semester due to cuts to her
financial aid award. Nethercut’s
sister graduated from college in
Spring 2014, and as a result, her
financial aid award was reduced
considerably. Nethercut’s appeal
to SFS was denied, and with
few other options, she is leaving
Wellesley after this semester.
On campus, Rachel works at
LIA WANG ’15, GRAPHICS EDITOR Punch’s Alley and is a member
of the Shakespeare Society.
final day to pay the eBill, my family had
I am confident that I am receiving the
only about three-quarters of my expected best education possible here at Wellesley.
contribution ready. At this point, I had I love the American Studies department,
unsuccessfully tried multiple times to being a senator in College Government
schedule a meeting over the phone with and being a resident assistant. I love
SFS.
that I will have the opportunity to be on
Six weeks after submitting my appeal campus when Hillary Clinton launches
to SFS, I returned to campus for Student her campaign to become the first female
Leader Training. The SFS representative president of the United States. I love that
I met first apologized for the delay in I am challenged to think outside of the
responding to my appeal, citing the box when it comes to academia. I love
department’s cross-campus relocation many more things about Wellesley, but
as a huge factor. After a 20-minute I hate that my family’s inability to pay
conversation, the representative increased for eight consecutive years of college
my aid enough so that I could confidently for my sister and me without significant
say that my very middle class family institutional support limits my access to
would be able to finance my Wellesley the community.
education at least through the end of
Wellesley as an institution is being asked
my sophomore year. Before I left, the to focus on a wide variety of complex
representative asked me the age of my issues regarding both identity and broad
only sibling, and when I told her that my institutional policies at present, each of
sister is four years younger than me, she which deserves serious thought. I hope
remarked that it was a shame, because if that Wellesley students and administrators
Molly were one year older, I would have will not forget to also discuss the future
received significantly more aid.
of what it means to receive financial aid
This is a story that is very common at at Wellesley. Furthermore, I hope that
Wellesley. After a student’s first year, the College remembers its institutional
financial aid tends to fluctuate. While commitment to being a resource for
some price fluctuation with the cost of women of diverse racial, geographic
attendance is natural, this year, I’ve heard and socioeconomic backgrounds when
many more conversations about large and it determines the goals of its future
unanticipated reductions in financial aid fundraising efforts.
awards than ever before. Common causes
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What every Wellesley student should know about “grade deflation”
By SARA RATHOD ’15
Staff Writer

Two weeks ago, an op-ed in The Wellesley News
criticized grade deflation for driving students to focus too
much on their GPAs and not enough on the true value of
their education. Most of us have a negative gut reaction to
the idea that our A’s are harder to achieve than they would
be without the grading policy. At a time when the job
market has made little recovery since the 2008 financial
crisis and GPA still plays an essential role in most graduate
school, fellowship and job application processes, grades
have a particular ability to set us on edge. While most
Wellesley students like to take a good jab at our grading
policy every once in a while, there are a few common
misconceptions about the policy that need to be cleared
up before we can really discuss whether it does more harm
than good.
When I was an editor for The Wellesley News, I wrote
two news articles related to Wellesley’s grading system.
Before covering the first piece in my first year, I thought
that grade deflation meant that my grades would be
reduced by a little bit in each of my classes at the end of the
semester. I was wrong. As it turned out, my understanding
of the grading policy as a first year had been shaped more
by rumor than by fact.
Debating Wellesley’s grading policy is a good thing
— in fact, campuses across the country including Yale
and Princeton are having the same conversations. Even
as we speak, Princeton is in the middle of overhauling its
grading standards. But before we get too excited about
following in Princeton’s footsteps, let’s agree to get a few
things straight about the Wellesley policy, starting with the
context in which the policy was put in place.
1. “Grade deflation” is a response to rapid grade
inflation.
Grade inflation, like monetary inflation, seems to be
a naturally occurring phenomenon. When Wellesley’s
grading policy was implemented in 2004, rising grades at
colleges across the country had caught the attention of The
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and National
Public Radio, making headlines like “How to End Grade
Inflation” and “Grade Inflation — Why It’s a Nightmare.”
Educators, particularly at elite institutions, lamented the
fact that grades had lost all meaning and that students at
top universities had come to feel they were entitled to
receiving A’s. In the middle of all this, Wellesley was one
of the worst offenders. In 2000, nearly three-quarters of
the senior class graduated with Latin honors. By 2002,
the average GPA at Wellesley was among the very highest
of its peer institutions. Simply put, we had ended up
looking like a school where students could get an easy
A. In December of 2003, the faculty responded by voting
in favor of our current grading policy, in part to preserve
our reputation as an academically rigorous institution. In
the years that followed, they voted twice to reaffirm our
grading standards, once in 2008 and again in 2011.
2. Many employers and fellowships actually like it.
Two years ago, Dean of Academic Affairs Richard

French told The Wellesley News that before the grading
policy was adopted, he and other Wellesley professors
had been approached by employers who asked them not
to send them any more Wellesley students. Apparently,
the students looked great on paper, but didn’t live up to
their impressive transcripts in person. These days, with
many employers and fellowship programs still frustrated
by grade inflation, Wellesley enjoys a stronger reputation.
Just last year, the Rhodes Trust, provider of one of the
most competitive scholarships in the country, praised
institutions like Wellesley that have implemented policies
to curb grade inflation, saying such policies are actually an
advantage for their students. Employers and grad schools
who aren’t familiar with our grading system can read
about it in the letter from the provost that Wellesley sends
out with each student transcript.
3. The average in classes affected by the grading
policy is a B+.
The grading policy doesn’t actually deflate the grades
you’ve already achieved. In fact, many consider the term
“grade deflation” when applied to the Wellesley policy a
misnomer. Economics Professor Akila Weerapana in an
interview with Radio Boston joked that we should instead
call the policy grade “disinflation.” The policy states
that the class average shouldn’t be higher than a B+ as
an institutional standard. It doesn’t dictate the grade you
get on individual assignments nor does it set a quota for
the number of A’s given out. It also doesn’t require your
professor to grade on a curve. Instead, it sets a goal for
the average final grade in your course at the end of the
semester. Personal ambition aside, most of us would have
to admit that a B+ isn’t too shabby, and it makes sense as
a class average. It also doesn’t mean that more students
are getting C’s. According to a recent study conducted by
Weerapana and two other economics professors Kristin
Butcher and Patrick McEwan, the grading policy seems to
have caused professors who were previously awarding lots
of A’s and A-’s to start giving out more B-range grades.
So, the next time you get an A on a paper or a problem set,
you can take pride in the fact that your “A” doesn’t stand
for “average.”
4. It doesn’t affect all your classes.
Our grading standards aren’t as strict as they are at
some other institutions, like Reed College and Princeton
University. This semester, a little less than two-thirds
of Wellesley courses are subject to the grading policy.
Specifically, it applies to 100- and 200-level courses with
10 or more students. The introduction of shadow grading
in the fall semester of first year should also ease the
grading policy’s effects.
5. Professors don’t have to follow the grading policy.
It’s more like a general standard than a hard-and-fast
rule. If Wellesley professors want to award a class average
higher than a 3.33, they can submit an explanation to the
chair of the Committee on Curriculum and Academic
Policy without facing any negative repercussions.
6. Majoring in science and math isn’t as intimidating
as it used to be.
Weerapana, Butcher and McEwan’s research found

Millennial lifestyle incompatible
with homeownership
By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
Assistant Opinions Editor

The millennials are a unique generation
because we were born and raised under
globalization, an unprecedented increase in the
exchange of goods, people and ideas worldwide.
However, globalization has contributed to
lower wages, increased income inequality and
reduced economic mobility in the United States,
according to BBC. Millennials have internalized
these consequences while facing fewer jobs and
an extremely competitive job market. One of the
ways millennials have dealt with their financial
woes is by opting not to own a home.
Millennials should rent property for practical
reasons.The difficulty millennials have in the
job search is compounded by crippling student
debt and high interest rates in the housing
market. Because of the high costs associated
with mortgages and lack of funds for a down
payment, many millennials opt to rent homes.
Renting a home is often less expensive than a
mortgage in the long run, largely because of
the high maintenance costs associated with
home ownership. Since our generation changes
jobs three times more often than our older
counterparts, we can capitalize on the lack of
binding contracts found in renting homes when
we move to other parts of the country.
By avoiding the high maintenance and
mortgage costs associated with home ownership,
we can put the large amount of money we save
from renting into immersive experiences like
traveling and intellectual enrichment. Because
those experiences enrich our minds and make
us better critical thinkers, we gain an edge in
the job market that we would have lacked if we
had spent that money on a home. Traveling and
developing ourselves intellectually also often

introduces us to people we would never be able
to meet otherwise. The large amount we save
from renting can also go toward child rearing,
paying our other bills and a larger entertainment
budget. Renting is often economically and
experientially advantageous for our generation.
The traditional portrayal of the American
Dream as a suburban paradise complete with
white picket fences and sprawling houses has
become defunct. For better or worse, the home
ownership element so frequently prized in the
past has ceased to be a factor for our generation.
Our version of the American Dream has
evolved from that of past generations. Previous
generations have been known for emphasizing
financial stability and a permanent home that
would serve as an anchor for future familial
generations to live in.
However, the immobility of homeownership
is not compatible with the lives of millennials.
Millennials desire political and economic
independence, and the opportunity to travel
the world. Because of this evolution in our
perception of the American Dream, we place
more priority on experiences like traveling and
earning an education over home ownership
and are often willing to sacrifice stability for
freedom.
What American Dream do Wellesley students
hold? Although it would be futile to assign a onesize-fits-all definition for such a diverse group,
certain characteristics of the American Dream
are endemic to most Wellesley students. Many
of us yearn to be financially stable enough to live
freely, be politically involved in the free election
of our representatives and be able to express
ourselves in society. Renting a home will enable
us to do just that since it frees up substantial
parts of our budget for intellectually enriching
experiences like traveling and education.

that before the grading policy was implemented, students
studying science, math and economics were less likely
to graduate with Latin honors than their counterparts in
the humanities and non-economics social sciences. It’s
true that our grading policy lowered grades slightly in
the humanities and most social sciences — on average by
about half a “plus” or “minus” — but the playing field
across disciplines is much more even today, making it just
a little easier for Wellesley students to venture into STEM
fields or economics.
7. Yes, GPA cut-offs might still hurt you after
graduation.
It depends on where you apply. Many graduate and
professional schools, fellowship programs, and employers
take note of varying grading policies at schools when
evaluating a candidate. According to representatives from
the Center for Work and Service, employers, fellowship
programs, and graduate schools are increasingly evaluating
applicants holistically. Johns Hopkins School of Medicine,
Tufts School of Medicine and Boston University School of
Law are among the institutions that account for academic
rigor during the application process. However, some
graduate, professional schools and employers still use
GPA cutoffs to shrink their application piles.
8. We’re not the only ones debating our grading
policy.
Grade inflation is still considered a widespread problem
in higher education. Different institutions have responded
in different ways. Last month, Princeton struck down its
notorious quota on the percentage of A-range grades a
professor may give, instead choosing to explore a more
flexible policy. At the same time, Yale is considering
strengthening its efforts to reduce grade inflation. Other
institutions like MIT have managed to curb grade inflation
without an official policy. Some like Harvard haven’t
responded at all despite pressure to do so. Even governing
officials are weighing in. A bill filed last year in the Texas
legislature, if passed in the State Senate, would require all
public colleges and universities to include on their student
transcripts the average grade for the entire class.
The misconceptions that are floating around about the
Wellesley grading policy only make it harder to discuss its
merits in any meaningful way. Students who rotate through
the College every four years are often on a different
wavelength when it comes to long-term policies than
administrators who are here for the long haul. Year after
year, administrators and the students who work closely
with them must clear up the same misconceptions about
what the grading policy is. The best way to guarantee
that our policy is effective is to stop spreading faulty
information and bring new students up to speed. That way,
when we come back to campus as alums, we don’t find
the next generation of Wellesley students sitting around
the shiny new Munger dining hall rehashing the same old
arguments about how “grade deflation” is killing their job
prospects.
So now that you have your basics, by all means, go forth
and discuss.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,
On Nov. 11, Veterans’ Day, I taught my class on the history of education, as
usual. I’m embarrassed to say that I was barely aware that it was Veterans’ Day. I
didn’t mention it. I wish I had. It’s important, very important. Wellesley should honor
veterans by celebrating the Veterans’ Day holiday. The College has the motto
“Non Ministrari sed Ministrare,” not to be ministered unto, but to minister, a call to
service that we don’t honor for military service. Service people risk their lives for
us. They put themselves in “harm’s way” to protect us. No matter what our personal
views are on the many military interventions and wars in which the United States
has been involved — and I have not and do not support some of them — I support
people who have served.
Now, with a voluntary army and no draft, many of those who serve are
disproportionately from low-income backgrounds. Few in the U.S. Congress or the
administration have children in the service. I wonder if they would have risked
so much life and treasure if their own children were at risk. Such lack of general
participation was not always so. Service was viewed as the responsibility of all
citizens, no matter their social status. Think about the Civil War and World War
II. We showered people who served in these wars with accolades. After Vietnam,
this changed. Now many veterans return to no honors, often ignored and injured.
This is wrong.
In fact, Wellesley played an important role in World War II. Mildred McAfee
(Horton), sixth President of Wellesley beginning in 1936, took a leave of absence
to become the first director of the WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer
Emergency Service) in the US Navy. When President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
created the Women’s Reserve in 1942, McAfee became a Lieutenant Commander
and was put in charge. She was the first woman to be commissioned an officer
in the United States Navy. McAfee was promoted to Commander in 1942 and,
at the peak of the war, commanded more than 80,000 women. McAfee helped
lead the campaign for equal pay and benefits for women. In 1943, a law was
passed entitling women in the Women’s Reserves the same benefits as men. McAfee
returned to Wellesley to serve as President from 1946 to 1948. She received
the Distinguished Service Medal, the highest honor awarded for exceptionally
meritorious service to the US government. She retired from Wellesley in 1948;
McAfee residence hall was named in her honor in 1951.
So Wellesley has a proud history of military service. Many of you may have
parents, siblings, relatives, friend, and partners who served or are serving in the
military. You understand what personal sacrifices they have made for us. I am
calling on President Bottomly and Provost Andrew Shennan to change our college
calendar next year, to honor veterans. It is fitting that Wellesley show visible
support. We must honor all kinds of service. It is part of our mission. Please join me
in supporting my petition: https://docs.google.com/a/wellesley.edu/document/
d/17eTRV5DFsX7CPye-3ma_qDrAngrVMfmnZpsBPiL9Ap4/edit.
Thank you,
Barbara Beatty
Chair, Education Department
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Heartfelt, “anxious” tales told at WZLY Story Slam

COURTESY OF WZLY

From left to right: Second place winner Claire Verbeck ’16, first place winner Katie Barsotti ’15 and master of ceremonies Carlyn Lindstrom ’17 present at WZLY’s story slam.
By JESSICA YUNG ’17
Staff Writer
The origin of oral storytelling is almost impossible to
pinpoint: tribes sat around the night fire and thrilled large
audiences in ancient cultures. While this art form has lost
presence in modern culture today to more complex forms
of storytelling like films, novels or plays, it is making a
comeback and a popular one at that. Take, for example,
“The Moth,” which holds themed “Story Slams” in most
major cities and puts the winners on the radio. It has
undoubtedly become one of the most popular podcasts on
the charts, with their monthly shows notoriously selling
out within an hour. On Monday, WZLY’s second-ever
story slam proved just as popular with Wellesley as “The
Moth” has been with radio listeners.
By 7 p.m., Punch’s Alley was full of students drinking
from the free tab and scribbling personal, “tweet”-length
anxiety stories on small pieces of paper. These slips allowed
the audience to anonymously take part in the theme of the
night, “Anxiety,” without having to go through the actual
anxiety of telling a story. Carlyn Lindstrom, a sophomore
and a member of Wellesley’s comedy improvisation group
Dead Serious read these “tweets” between performances,
revealing high anxieties ranging from holding a crush’s
hand for the first time to being high on a turbulent plane.
Three groups of students in the audience served as judges

— aptly self-named “Mom’s Spaghetti,” “”Primal
Scream” and “Sweaty Palms” — scoring the performances
from one to 10.
The stories weren’t what you would expect from
Wellesley’s allegedly high-stress community. In fact, one
student told a story about how this place, on the contrary,
has made her the calmest she’s ever been, quelling her
struggles with anxiety and later, depression. One recalls
her mother walking in on an unplanned, messy hookup.
Another explains how her grandmother set her up on “a
night on the town” with a 35-year-old man in Ukraine.
All of these stories, deeply personal and revealing, held
one thing in common: they hit a very human nerve within
the audience, whether it was painfully awkward, funny or
heartbreakingly relatable.
The judges throughout the night were the kindest at any
slam I’ve ever attended. At times, while they struggled
to come up with accurate scores, they would look to
each other and enthusiastically settle on a 10, receiving
cheers and applause in response. And yet, despite the
overwhelmingly non-judgmental and receptive air of the
night, it was still a slam. In other words, there were still
winners.
Claire Verbeck ’16 was a second-place winner, recounting
the night that she took her parents’ car to secretly attend to
a punk concert. While she was there, an angry lady slashed
her tires and she had no choice but to call her parents.

Verbeck withstood her father’s cool disappointment,
awaiting her punishment, until they decided that her guilt
and anxiety were punishment enough.
Claire Cerda ’15 tied with Verbeck with a story of selfacceptance in sexuality. Her unbelievably poignant account
narrates the confrontation she had with her conservative
family after she had her first serious girlfriend, a
confrontation that went poorly but liberated her.
And in first place, Katie Barsotti ’15 hilariously revealed
the patterns of her anxiety attacks — the paleness, the
profuse sweating and most importantly, the vomiting. To
take home the prize, she told the story of the first time this
happened to her, in which she ran out of a sex education
class in grade school and threw up instead.
At the end of yet another stressful Wellesley week,
nothing could have been more refreshing than to sit in
Punch’s Alley, eat some of Café Hoop’s nachos, drink from
the tab with friends and listen to what is truly stressful about
life: awful dates, coming out to your parents, standing up
to bullies, inexperienced first kisses and depression. It was
a reminder that if there’s a deeper reason why we’re in
college, a small liberal arts college, to be specific, it’s this.
To sit here and be open to the pool of stories and voices of
our fellow classmates, to be bound by this intimate art that
has been here for us at dinners with friends, on the porch
with families, that has been here for us since before we can
even remember.

Boston Ballet debuts an enchanting ‘Swan Lake’
By MICHELLE LEE ’17
Assistant Arts Editor
The Boston Ballet’s creative director, Mikko Nissinen, recently
decided it was time to present one of the highlights of their 51st
year: the ultimate classical ballet, Swan Lake. From Oct. 30 to
Nov. 17, the Boston Ballet performed Swan Lake, starring Misa
Kuranaga as Odette and Odile.
Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake is been one of the most wellrecognized ballets of all time. Originally choreographed by Marius
Pepita and Lev Ivanov for the Imperial Ballet in 1895, the graceful,
delicate dances provide the illustration for an enchanting tale of a
forbidden romance. Nissinen’s interpretation of Swan Lake made
its international debut this year, adhering to its traditional storyline
and choreography with a few slight tweaks. Thursday’s performance
at the Boston Opera House brought a crowd of people filling every
seat of the hall. Before the show started, young children played
with ballerinas’ shoes on display, couples took pictures in front
of the backdrop and friends stood on the balcony with sparkling
glasses of champagne in hand. Once the show was about to begin,
everyone filtered into the large, elaborately decorated gold hall. The
audience took their seats, the lights dimmed and the live orchestra
began to play.
The story began with the prologue, showing the transformation of
Odette into a swan by the curse of Von Rothbart, an evil sorcerer.
In the first act, Prince Siegfried, played by principal dancer Jeffrey
Cirio, was introduced as a bachelor actively seeking a bride. He
instantly showcased his dancing prowess as his leaps soared to
unbelievable heights and his turns landed in incredible precision.
Act II introduced Kuranaga, the Swan Queen and star of the show.
The audience instantly fell victim to her charm as she floated
about onstage with her glittering, feathered costume and elegant
headdress. With the achingly beautiful theme song of Swan Lake
playing and the backdrop of a moonlit lake, Odette and Prince
Siegfried shared their first dance together amongst the flock of
fellow swan ballerinas.
Act III introduced a new setting, the Castle Ballroom, a part of
the 34,000 square feet of fabric hand-painted for this show. During
the act, several other principal dancers took turns in the limelight
to “pay their respects” to the prince with German, Spanish and
other dances. Their costumes visually enhanced the drama of each
culturally-inspired dance, one example being the Spanish dress’s
flamenco flair. During one of the performances, a soloist took a slight
fall during an intricate choreography, but recovered immediately,

amazing the audience with her resilience and confident comeback.
In the middle of Act III, Kuranaga was introduced again, this
time as Odile. She wore an exquisite, black dress with over 4,000
crystal jewels sparkling in the light — the costume was one of
127 handmade especially for this production. Kuranaga perfectly
portrayed Odile, the daughter of the evil Von Rothbart, dancing with
more sensuality and mischievous confidence than she had playing
the delicate, vulnerable Odette. This performance highlighted
Kuranaga’s unparalleled ability to keep her emotional and artistic
interpretation to each character while also maintaining precision in
the technical aspects of the dances.
At the end of Act III, Odile was successful in deceiving the prince,
claiming that she was Odette in disguise. As the solo violin soared
in a passionate melody, the prince and Odile came together in an
enchanting pas de deux — dance for two — as they proclaimed
their love.
They then took turns performing their own solos with lively
fanfare. Cirio leaped across the stage and showcased his flexibility
and strength, while Kuranaga performed her fouettes. She twirled
32 times on one foot without pause. The sheer mastery of the
performers showed in their strength and elegance throughout the
performance. Each act ended in an outbreak of applause and cheers.
In the last act, the background was returned to its moonlit lakeside
setting, and the stage floor was covered in a heavy layer of fog. As
the Swan Lake theme played in the background, the swan ballerinas
undulated below the fog as their graceful limbs and feathers recalled
resting swans — one of the many examples of Nissinen’s artistic
mastery. Audible “oohs” and “aahs” were heard in the audience
as the dancers gracefully rose from the fog and delicately formed
various fluid patterns surrounding Odette and her Prince in their
final dance. The melody then exploded in horns and drums as the
prince lifted Odette above his head to defeat Von Rothbart in the
final scene. At the end, Kuranaga dramatically rushed offstage
and perished in the fog as the Prince passionately followed her in
death. The tragic ending was turned into a beautiful one as the swan
ballerinas came back onstage, fluttering their wings. with their feet
en pointe while the harp concluded the piece in happy resolution.
The crowd once again erupted in applause and a standing ovation
as the dancers came out and bowed three times. The night marked
another success for Mikko Nissinen and a strong opening for the
Boston Ballet Company’s worldwide debut of Swan Lake.

WHAT’S
HAPPENING
Wellesley Asian Alliance Film
Festival: Tie a Yellow Ribbon
Wednesday, Nov.19 at 5:45 p.m.
Multifaith Center
Exhibition: Feast Your Eyes
Thursday, Nov. 21 at 11:30 a.m.
Davis Museum
Dead Serious Show
Thursday, Nov. 21 at 8 p.m.
Claflin Hall
Italian Film Series
Friday, Nov. 21 at 5:30 p.m.
Founders Hall
10 Things I Hate About You
Friday, Nov. 21 at 10 p.m.
MIT, Building 26, Room 100
Consenses
Saturday, Nov. 22 at 10 a.m.
Lulu Chow Wang Campus Center
Brandeis-Wellesley
Orchestra Concert
Saturday, Nov. 22 at 8 p.m.
Houghton Chapel
Carey Concert: Charles
Fisk on Piano
Sunday, Nov. 23 at 7 p.m.
Jewett Arts Center
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EVENT OF THE WEEK
SHRUTI LAYA | DANCE PERFORMANCE
Saturday, Nov. 15, 2014, 5:30 p.m.
Jewett Arts Center, Wellesley College

ARTS
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Comedian Megan Amram
talks feminism and her
book “Science… for Her!”
By BROTI GUPTA ’16
Features Editor
Ladies – have you ever wondered which religion is right for your body type? Or why,
scientifically, women can’t drive? Megan Amram, comedian and writer for NBC’s Parks
and Recreation, answers both questions and more that fill a woman’s brain in her new
satirical faux-textbook, “Science… for Her!”
After graduating from Harvard in 2010, Amram moved to Los Angeles to start her
career as a comedy writer. She decided to start a Twitter account to practice joke-writing
and make her friends laugh, but her absurd and hilarious tweets gained the attention of
professional comedians in Los Angeles, and she landed her first TV writing job writing
for the 2011 Academy Awards. From there, she became a television writer, eventually
ending up at NBC’s Parks and Recreation. At only 27 years old, she is now also an
author.
“Science… for Her!” is a fake textbook that parodies women’s magazines and pokes
fun at the notion that women have little understanding of science and the world around
them. Megan Amram, the character she writes as in her book, often deviates away from
science to refer to ex-boyfriend Xander or her many “BFF’s” (for whom she writes a
12 page dedication at the beginning of her book). I spoke with Amram about her book,
feminism and how feminism is portrayed in the media.
Broti Gupta (B.G.): How did you come up with the idea for this book?
Megan Amram (M.A.): Well, I wanted to write a comedy book before I knew what I
wanted it to be about. And I wanted it to have an aesthetic that was not just a collection
of comedy pieces. So women’s magazines are something I’ve always been fascinated
in and sort of frustrated by. And I thought it could be a really fun aesthetic to make a
fake magazine. I thought through what the satire might be and I figured that women’s
magazines are already pretty sexist, so if I pushed that out to its farthest point, I guess it
would be a science textbook that said that women don’t understand anything about their
lives or bodies or the world we live in. So it happened sort of organically like that.
B.G.: Now more than ever, while we’re all watching politicians decide what women’s
bodies do, this is great to read.
M.A.: Exactly. If you watch people like Todd Akin make comments that are so offbase and so harmful to women who have been victims of sexual abuse or any number
of things, your responses could be anger or frustration. Or you are hopefully trying to
channel that frustration into a place where you try to show how crazy the words that
Todd Akin said were by asking yourself, “Well if that’s correct then what else is correct?”
If women’s bodies shut down with legitimate rape, then what else do women’s bodies do
that are horrible and sexist that we might not think are real but are?

Divya Satischandra ’17 and Aathira Chennat ’17 perform a bharatanatyam
dance. The dance was a praise of Lord Vishnu and a Tillana set to raag
Dhanasri, which emphasizes rhythm and movement.

B.G.: Something else that I really love about your book are the quizzes or lists. When
you were researching women’s magazines, what were some interesting things that you
found that you thought, “This is something I want to parody.”?
M.A.: I love how there are these tropes in women’s magazines that keep popping up
every single issue, and quizzes were one of them, which, hey, I loved a good quiz in my
time. I still take quizzes that are like, “What type of girlfriend are you?” I know it’s so
stupid, but I do want to know what type of girlfriend I am! So, playing with that was
very fun. And the quiz called, “Do You Have Cancer? A Fun, Flirty Quiz!” was one of
the first pieces I wrote before I did this book, just for my blog, and I put it in because it
fit really well. But, I loved the top ten lists, or lists in general, which have become such
a pervasive part of the internet too. So one of the pieces in my book is “This Spring’s
Hottest Ten Numbers from 1-10,” and I personally really liked that because I’ve wanted
them to make a top ten numbers list for a really long time. There are only so many tropes
that magazines use, and they repeat them so many times that it makes you feel kind of
crazy. So I would read thousands of women’s magazines all at once. You’d be like, “Oh
didn’t I just read this article about the hottest new fall capes or whatever,” and it just gets
you into this zone of hypnotism. So I hopefully put in that kind of feeling in my book. If
you read it all at once, it will make you feel crazy.
B.G.: I got that feeling! I ended up just as attached to Xander by the end of the book.
M.A.: Oh thank god. Unless you’re the one he left me for. Then, you’re a bitch (laughs).
B.G.: I really like your editorial voice in this book. Could you talk about the editorial
voices you found within magazines and what you did to heighten those?
M.A.: Yeah, that was a big part of reading all those magazines at once. I really wanted
to get in the mindset of “How are they writing to other women?” It uses this voice that
I’ve obviously heightened times a million that seems sort of passive aggressive to me
because it’s either praising the reader, telling her she’s perfect the way she is and she’s
your best friend. Or it’s saying that you need to change yourself in some way just to be
more beautiful in some way or more trendy or more desirable. And, their versions are
very subtle whereas mine are literally telling my reader that she’s my best friend but her
hands are too fat to turn the pages. So, I come at it very strong. I think it’s less of a reality
and more of a stereotype, hopefully, because I have a ton of girlfriends who I truly love.
I feel very comfortable with them, and I’m not passive aggressive towards them. But it’s
such a stereotype that women hate other girlfriends, and I really dislike that and because
I dislike it I play it up to the nth degree in my book.
B.G.: I love that and it must be great writing for Parks and Recreation where the female
friendships are so important.
M.A.: One of my favorite parts about the show is that Leslie, Amy Poehler’s character
and Ann, Rashida Jones’s character, are so loving, and I think our show really looks at
different types of falling in love, so you can fall in love with your significant other and
you can fall in love with your best friend and you can fall in love with your city. I think
that’s a really cool modern idea, which is the opposite of stereotypes that women are
backstabbing and are only trying to get a man.
B.G.: It seems like now, “feminism” is kind of a buzzword in television and the media,
and it’s a tool that people use to call out celebrities on whether they self-identify as
feminist or not. What are your opinions on that?
M.A.: I think it’s always great when people are talking about it. We’re not done with
this. Celebrities saying, “I’m really in support of women, but I wouldn’t call myself a
feminist because it has negative connotations,” is very problematic. Feminism literally
means that you are not going to be discriminated against based on your sex or gender. That
is all it means. And that there should be equality between the sexes. That’s a great thing.
I love men, especially my ex-boyfriend Xander, and the misconception that feminism
means the same as wanting women to gain control of the whole world is misguided and
pretty toxic to the cause. You shouldn’t have to invent a new word to talk about moderate
feminists. Just use feminism.
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Boston Celtics look ahead to exciting season

shutting down perimeter threats.
The entire team plays as a cohesive unit,
and the scoring tends to be balanced, with
seven to eight players frequently finishing
the game in double-digit points. Although
Rondo may be the established “superstar”
of the group, the team is not over-reliant
on any one player, and everyone is fully
integrated into Stevens’ system.
Currently, the Celtics have an early
record of 3-5. The team has shown
flashes of what it can achieve, though
injuries have continued to be an obstacle
to overcome. Smart suffered an ankle
injury in a win against the Pacers on Nov.
7 that has required him to miss two to
three weeks. Nevertheless, the team has
continued to maintain its focus. A notable
performance was on Nov. 8, when they
beat the Chicago Bulls 106-101. Despite
the Bulls’ rally in the fourth quarter that
cut the Celtics’ 19-point lead to two, the
Celtics still managed to cling on for the
win. The Celtics have so far played with
great offensive execution and defensive
intensity, so it will be exciting to follow
their progress as the season continues.
There is a discernible difference between
attending a live Celtics game and watching
a game on television. Having attended
a preseason game on Oct. 22 when the
Boston Celtics hosted the Brooklyn Nets at
the TD Garden, I thought it was refreshing
to notice all the different aspects of a
basketball game that do not get captured on
camera. The energy and synchronization
of the crowd, the amusement from
the jumbotron, the halftime show and
entertainment as well as the idiosyncratic
movements of the Celtics personnel are
just some of the details that can only be
appreciated in person. So attending a live
game is both an enjoyable way to support
the Celtics and to spend time with friends.

By IVY JIANG ’18
ContributingWriter

Even if you are not an NBA basketball
fan, you have probably heard of the
Boston Celtics. They are a world-famous
franchise and have been home to multiple
iconic basketball legends including Bill
Russell and Larry Bird. They also have
a long dynasty of success, with a total of
17 NBA Championships under their name
— more than any other NBA team. As the
2014-2015 NBA season gets underway,
the current Celtics team aims to continue
that long-standing championship legacy.
The road to winning has not been easy in
recent years for the Celtics, especially with
the departure of future Hall of Famers Doc
Rivers, Paul Pierce and Kevin Garnett. The
Celtics are also in the process of rebuilding
their team: they introduced a new coach,
Brad Stevens, last year and brought in an
energetic group of young players. Prior
to joining the Celtics, Stevens was the
head coach of Butler University’s men’s
basketball team for six successful seasons.
The Celtics did not make the playoffs
last season with their record of 25-57, but
there is playoff potential for the team this
year. The centerpiece of the Celtics roster
is four-time NBA All-Star point guard
Rajon Rondo, who helped the team win
their last championship in 2008. Rondo has
since had to overcome multiple obstacles,
including a torn ACL in 2013 and a broken
hand more recently this year. But these
injuries have neither deterred his drive
nor lessened his ability to play at an elite
level. In fact, Rondo has been averaging
9.3 points, 9 rebounds and 12.5 assists
per game this season. He is effectively
averaging a near triple-double, which is
when a player in a game obtains doubledigit totals in three of five statistical
categories: points, rebounds, assists, steals

IVY JIANG ’18, CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Boston Celtics win preseason game against Brooklyn Nets 100-86.

and blocked shots. On Nov. 5, he recorded
his 20th career triple-double, which ties
him with LeBron James for the most
triple-doubles since the ’08-’09 season in
the NBA. Thus, there is no doubt that a
healthy Rondo can facilitate and lead the
Boston Celtics.
Jeff Green, though only 28 years old,
is another veteran leader of the team. He
has had an impressive career so far with
many memorable moments, including
his remarkable game-winning shot last
season against defending NBA champion
Miami Heat. Kevin Garnett, Green’s
highly revered former teammate, said in
an interview that Green could be the “best
ever to play this game.” Despite Green’s
basketball finesse and accomplishments, it
is his determination that makes him most
admirable. In 2011, he was diagnosed with

an aortic aneurysm and underwent heart
surgery, which forced him to miss the
entire 2011-2012 season. Throughout his
recovery, he not only focused on the hard
work needed to return to the NBA, but also
completed his studies and graduated from
Georgetown University. He came back to
the NBA during the 2012-2013 season and
has continued making vast contributions
to the team, averaging 19.7 points and 5.3
rebounds per game so far this season.
The young talent of the team includes
rookie point guard Marcus Smart, the
seventh NBA draft pick out of Oklahoma
State University. Smart has tremendous
potential, especially with the high energy
he brings to the team and his non-stop
hustle. Together with guard Avery Bradley,
the two form a tenacious defensive
backcourt that has been essential to
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#96 I want a career frst #103 I don’t want the responsibility
#112 I haven’t found the right partner #126 I need to work on
my health #147 I don’t know if I even want kids #181 I need
my freedom #228 I need my sleep! #232 I’m not ready yet
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
LUCY HURLOCK ’17

UPCOMING
MATCHES

By LAURA BRINDLEY ’16
Staff Writer
Wellesley field hockey finished off one
of their most successful seasons ever
this weekend at the NCAA tournament in
Salisbury, MD. The Blue started in the
second round of the tournament defeating
Juniata College 3-0 on Saturday. On
Sunday, they moved on to the third
round, narrowly losing to host Salisbury
University 0-1. Throughout Blue field
hockey’s historic season, they have been
able to rely on goalkeeper Lucy Hurlock
’17. Hurlock finished the regular season
with the highest save percentage in the
NEWMAC at .825 percent. In the NCAA
tournament, she recorded eight total
saves, seven of which were in the Salisbury
game. Hurlock hails from nearby
Needham, MA, where she started playing
field hockey during her sophomore year
of high school. The Wellesley News sat
down with Hurlock and discussed how she
became a goalie, why she decided to play
at Wellesley and her support for the New
England Patriots.
Laura Brindley (L.B.): Who or what
inspired you to play field hockey?
Lucy Hurlock (L.H.): I ran cross
country in middle school, and I did not
like running, so I decided to try to play
field hockey. The coach saw me do a split
once and said, “All right, you’re in goal!”
That’s how I ended up playing goalie.
L.B.: What is the hardest part about
being a goalkeeper?
L.H.: For me, there are two big ones.
First, it is hard not being at the other end
of the field with everyone else. I want to
be with them! Second, the mental piece is
very difficult. Goalkeeper is a very mental
position, and you have to keep your mind
in the right place at all times.
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Wednesday, Nov. 19
Basketball @ Simmons
7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 21
Swimming & Diving @ MIT
7 p.m.

COURTESY OF ALEX BERMAN ’16

L.B.: Why did you decide to play field
hockey at Wellesley?
L.H.: When I was doing the college
application process, I decided that I
wanted to continue playing field hockey
in college. I looked at a bunch of different
colleges, and in terms of academics,
Wellesley is obviously really strong. Also,
I really liked our coach, Julia King, and
the goalkeeper coach, Emily Mercer.
They played a huge part in my decision to
come to Wellesley.
L.B.: What was the highlight of your
season this year?
L.H.: That’s tough. The highlight
of our season was probably winning
NEWMACs. It’s a great feeling to win a
big competition like that.
L.B.: What do you plan to do in the offseason to prepare for next season?
L.H.: I plan on taking some time off. I
have a lot of injuries, so I hope to get better
before next season. I will also continue to
work out with the team.

L.B.: What advice would you give to a
novice field hockey player or goalkeeper?
L.H.: Just keep at it!

Saturday, Nov. 22
Squash vs. Connecticut College
@ MIT
10 a.m.

L.B.: Do you have any pre-game rituals?
L.H.: Yes. I drink two Diet Cokes in the
locker room: one while I’m getting dressed
and another after I get dressed. Our team
does a lot of dancing and singing, so we
do a bit of “Shake It Off” by Taylor Swift,
and we used to do the “Wobble.” When I
get on the field, I go through my warmup and then go aside from the team for
a minute and say two prayers. It mostly
revolves around Diet Coke, though.

Cross Country @ Wilmington
College (NCAA Championship)
12:30 p.m.

L.B.: Who is your favorite professional
athlete?
L.H.: Probably Wes Welker. He is
going to be my husband one day, but he
doesn’t know it yet. I also really respect
Rob Gronkowski. He has been through
a lot of injuries, but he just keeps trying
and making comebacks. He’s playing very
well this season.

Sunday, Nov. 23
Basketball @ Colby
3 p.m.

Basketball vs. Westfield State
@ Colby College
7 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 24
Ice Hockey @ MIT
7 p.m.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS

Blue teams hit the road for non-conference action

hold the 22nd spot. Mollee Jain ’16, Phyllis Lin ’18 and
Gabriella Wynne ’16 all picked up wins for the Blue in
singles play. After a three-set loss in the #1 singles spot,
Lin tied the match with a three-set victory in the second
singles position. Rhea Advani ’17 then dropped the third
singles match, giving Colby a lead that would again be
tied up by Wynne, who won the fourth singles match in
five sets. After Wynne’s victory, the Mules bested the Blue
in five of the last six matches to secure the win. With the
loss, the Blue now stand at 4-2 overall. Wellesley will play
again this Saturday night at 7 p.m. against Connecticut
College hosted by MIT.

By ANNA CAHILL ’18 and LAURA BRINDLEY ’16
Sports & Wellness Editor and Staff Writer
Cross Country

The cross-country team finished fifth in a field of 57 at
the NCAA Regional Championship last Saturday hosted
by Williams College. The Blue secured its 27-point
advantage over sixth-place Tufts thanks in part to NCAA
All-Regional performances by Priyanka Fouda ’16, Taylor
Bickford ’15 and Mary Keenan ’17. Fouda set the pace for
Wellesley, finishing 10th overall with a time of 22:14.1 in
the 6K event. Close behind was Bickford, who crossed the
line at 22:43.3 and Keenan 15 seconds later at 22:58.5.
Nicole Chui ’15 and Alice Zhou ’17 claimed the Blue’s
last two scoring positions, finishing in 23:16.6 and 23:24.0
respectively. Although fifth place did not earn automatic
entry into the NCAA Championship, the U.S. Track &
Field and Cross Country Coaches Association granted the
top six teams in the race an at-large bid that will advance the
Blue into next Saturday’s NCAA National Championship
meet, marking Wellesley’s first qualification in 28 years.
This Saturday’s race will feature the country’s strongest
Division III teams in Mason, Ohio at 12:30 p.m.
Field Hockey
Wellesley 3, Juniata 0;
Wellesley 0, Salisbury University 1
After a first-round bye, Wellesley field hockey topped
Juniata College in their 2014 NCAA debut by a threegoal margin. The Blue, who entered the tournament as the
eighth-ranked team, dominated the first half, scoring just
3:19 into the game and finding the back of the net two more
times before the halftime horn sounded. Nikki Sharkin ’17
found NEWMAC Player of the Year Nathalie Gruet ’15
off a penalty corner to put the Blue on the board. Toward
the end of the half, Courtney Peterson ’17 then drilled in
two more goals off assists from Gruet and Sharkin. The
win was #19 for Wellesley, the highest total the program
has ever recorded in a single season, and advanced the
Blue to Sunday’s third-round contest.
The Blue wrapped up their historic season on Sunday
at the NCAA Elite Eight round in Salisbury, MD. The
game’s only goal came from Salisbury, with just under ten
minutes left in regulation time at the 60:29 minute mark.
Suffering from a 14 to four disadvantage in shots, the Blue
were unable to answer and fell to the first seed Sea Gulls
by a one-goal deficit. Lucy Hurlock ’17 played all 70
minutes in goal, recording eight saves in the loss.

Fencing
ANNA CAHILL ’18, SPORTS AND WELLNESS EDITOR

Kendall Bianchi ’15 passes the ball to Kayla Fang ’18
during their game this Saturday against the University of
New England.
Basketball
Wellesley 51, UNE 65; Wellesley 35, Keene State 74
Wellesley basketball started its season this weekend at
the Ramada Roundball Invitational hosted by University
of New England (UNE) in Biddeford, Maine. The Blue
lost to UNE on Saturday 65-51. Morgyne Weaver ’15
led the Blue in scoring with 16 points, while Chelsi Scott
’16 contributed nine points. Scott also led the Blue in
rebounds, collecting nine total.
On Sunday, the Blue faced the Keene State Owls in their
second game of the tournament. Wellesley had a solid first
half, but could not keep up with the Owls’ three-point
shooting, which carried UNE in the second half. Weaver
was the leading scorer and rebounder for the Blue, scoring
11 points and collecting six rebounds. The Blue lost to the
Owls 74-35, due to Keene State’s 48 percent field goal
percentage compared with Wellesley’s 25 percent. Weaver
earned a place on the All-Tournament team from her
scoring in double-figures in both games. Blue basketball
will play tonight at 7 p.m. at Simmons.
Squash
Wellesley 3, Colby College 6
Wellesley squash fell to the Colby Mules at MIT on
Saturday in a match of closely-ranked teams. The Blue
are currently ranked 24th in the country, while the Mules

Blue fencing traveled to MIT on Saturday to compete
in the first New England Conference meet. After a rocky
start losing to MIT and Brown in the first two matches,
Wellesley regained its momentum, defeating University
of Massachusetts-Amherst, University of New Hampshire
and Boston University. The Blue finished fifth overall,
behind MIT, Brown and Sacred Heart, who all tied for
first, and Brandeis, who finished fourth. Strong Wellesley
performers of the day included Taylor Hood ’18 and
Pamela Wang ’17, who finished first and second in foil
respectively. Charlotte Treadwell ’16, Kathryn Ledbetter
’15 and Vanessa Willoughby ’18 also took first, second
and third place in epee. This weekend showed promise for
Wellesley fencing for the remainder of the season. Blue
fencing will compete next at Wellesley in January against
Brandeis.
Swimming and Diving
Wellesley 171, Simmons 91
Blue swimming and diving faced the Simmons Sharks on
Saturday at Chandler Pool. Wellesley defeated the Sharks
171-91, making them undefeated in the 2014-2015 season.
The Blue gained momentum as its 200 medley ‘A’ team,
consisting of Hannah Augst ’17, Sophia Dillon-Davidson
’18, Keelin Nave ’15 and Sharon Wu ’17, won the event
with a time of 1:55.03. This set the pace for the remainder
of the meet, with the Blue taking first place in 10 out of
the next 12 individual events. Other key performances
included Dorothy Ren ’16 who won the 200 fly, the 500
free, and the 200 M, as well as Tiffany Chen ’15 and Misha
Olynk ’16 who took the top two spots in the 1,000 free.
Blue swimming and diving’s next meet will take place on
Friday hosted by the MIT Engineers.

